
 

Maths Challenge Booklet 

 

Here are ideas of games and activities you can do with your 

child whilst away from school. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enjoy 

 

 



What to focus on? 

In reception we use a document called Development Matters to guide our learning.  Below are the 

sections relating to maths.  It highlights focus areas and useful ideas for adults to support.  All the 

activities in the pack will try to link with these outcomes, but feel free to follow your child’s interests 

and adapt and become creative with your child.  The activities listed below are ideas for you to pick 

and choose upon. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Development matters : https://foundationyears.org.uk/files/2012/03/Development-Matters-FINAL-

PRINT-AMENDED.pdf  
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Useful Websites. 

 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/   Offering free access during this period of time. 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/    Top Marks.  Lots of educational games including maths. 

https://whiterosemaths.com/  White Rose Maths – will be offering home packs shortly for teachers 

and parents to access. 

https://nrich.maths.org/13371    Nrich maths – useful activities designed for EYFS. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/group/b08bzfnh  BBC iplayer – Numberblocks. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=doubles+song&qpvt=doubles+song&view=detail&mid=D5C8F86A

4AC57887ACB3D5C8F86A4AC57887ACB3&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Ddoub

les%2Bsong%26qpvt%3Ddoubles%2Bsong%26FORM%3DVDRE   Double song 
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Numbers! 

 Common words and phrases we use are: 

 Pointy finger, count and pause,  

 Add, plus, altogether, more 

 Subtract, minus, take away, less 

 Equals 

 Count on, count back (using number lines) 

 Estimate – a sensible guess 

 

1) Can you count how many cars / ponies you have. How many blue, green, red etc?  Which colour do 

you have the most/ least/ same? 

Ext – can you mark make those numbers using dots or crosses or with correct number 

formation? 

Ext+ - Can you add the different groups together?  How many more/less? 

 

2) Can you help with a teddy bear or family dinner?  How many plates do we need, spoons, cups etc?  

Counting them out accurately. What happens if one more teddy joins up, how many then?  What 

if a teddy leaves, how many are left? 

Ext – can you mark make those numbers using dots or crosses or with correct number 

formation? 

Ext+ - Can you add the different items together – how many spoons and forks altogether?  

Writing a number sentence to follow a problem such as we have 6 teddies for dinner then one 

more joins us – how many now? 6+1=7. 

3) Make some number cards 0-20 using paper.  Place the numbers around the room 1-10.  Ask the 

child to stack bricks, place cars, pencils etc next to each number card.  Start with 3-4 

different numbers first so it doesn’t become overwhelming.  To make it interesting see how 

many you can do within 2 minutes. 

Ext – Numbers from the range 1-20. 

Ext + - Using simple calculations on the paper instead.  For example 4+1 = and see if the child 

can solve the calculation using resources. 

4) Mummy/ Daddy has got it wrong, opps!!!  With the challenges above it is great for the children 

at times for see an adult make mistakes.  It develops their ‘have a go attitude’ and helps them 

explain and teach you what you did wrong.  Common mistakes might be not using a pointy finger 

to count therefore losing your place.  Double counting objects so we say line them up, count. Or 

rote counting which doesn’t correlate to the items e.g. counting too fast.  We say count and 

pause to make sure you are accurate in the counting. 

 

5) Play Simple Simon Say, can you do 5 jumps, 10 nods, 3 shrugs.   Swap the game to a listening 

/attention game - Can you count how many claps I make? 

Ext – Can you show them the number card to support number recognition as well as accurate 

counting? 



Ext+ - Can you do 1 more/ 2 more than 5 nods? 

 

6) With the number cards muddle them up and ask the child to put them back in order 1-10. 

Ext – numbers 1-20 

Ext+  - As the adult you could hide a number without telling them – can they work out the 

missing number?  Ask them to place the numberline starting with the largest number first? 

 

7) With the number line, drive a car/ pony etc across the numbers practising saying each number in 

turn.  Go up and down the number line to allow the child to get more confident in their numbers.  

Occasionally jumping to a number to allow them to start anywhere within the line. 

Ext – put your hand over/ remove a number – What number is missing – How do you know?  ‘5 

because it is one more than 4 and one less than 6’ 

Ext+ - Ask them to use the number line to show you for example 2 more than 4?  The child 

would place the car on 4 and make 2 jumps moving up the numberline to land on 6.  Further 

challenge to then write the number sentence.    They could tell you number problems they want 

to solve. 

 

8) What do you think?  Have a bag of teddies, bowl of small toys etc (below 20 items).  How many 

do you think there is in the bowl?  I estimate…..  Count to check. 

Ext – write or mark make the number. 

Ext – How many more was it?  How many less was it?  Using the number line, lining up to 

resources to compare.  Write the number sentence if you wish. 

 

9) Part Part Whole.  We have been using a model called part part whole to help us look at a number 

and understand you can make a number in a variety of ways.  For example 5.  1+4=5, 2+3 = 5.  On 

paper draw a large part part whole model and place a target number in the top circle.  Then ask 

the child to count out a resources like toys, pens, etc to match that quantity.  Work with them 

to find as many different ways to place the objects in the circles to show how you could make 

the target number. 

Ext – Write the number sentence to match.   

10)  Little puzzles and mishaps!  For example: The sock thief – when doing the washing pretend you 

put in for example 8 socks – by only 7 come out.  How many has the sock thief taken?!   

Ext – develop the number problem but staying within addition and subtraction up to 20. 

11) Dice challenge – What do you notices about the sides of a dice -  what do they always add up to? 

 

12) Play skittles with empty bottles.  How many did you knock down.  Accurate counting. 

Ext - Saying the number sentence 8 take away 4 equals 4.  I have got 4 left! 

Ext +  - Write down the scores for each person playing.  Add them together – who won? 

13) Go for a bug hunt in your garden if possible.  Start a bird watch. How many birds/ bugs can you 

see? 

 



14)  Shopping.  Set up a shopping area at home.  Please can I have 2 bananas and 4 apples.  How 

many do I have altogether? 

Ext  - Sorry I only have 3 apples, how many more do I need to give you 4? 

15) Singing songs such has 10 in the bed, 5 little frogs sat on a log, 5 little monkeys jumping on the 

bed. 

Ext – what if 2 monkeys jumped off – how many would be left etc. 

 

 

 

Shape Space and Measure. 
 

Common words and phrases we use are 

Shapes 

- Triangle : 3 sides, 3 points (2d flat shape) 

- Square: 4 sides all the same length, 4 points (2d flat shape) 

- Rectangle: 4 sides, 2 sides are longer, 2 sides are shorter, 4 points (2d flat shape) 

- Circle : 1 continuous curved side (2d flat shape) 

- Sphere (often miss pronounced as Sofia!) : 1 curved continuous side, whichever way you look 

at it is the same. No vertices or edges. (3d shape) 

- Cube: 6 faces, 8 vertices (corners), edges that are all the same length. See squares on the 

faces. (3d shape) 

- Cuboid: 6 faces, 8 vertices (corners), edges that are not all the same length. See rectangles 

on all or some of the faces. (3d shape) 

- Cone:  1 flat face which is a circle. 1 vertex (point) 1 continuous side. 

- Cylinder – 2 circular flat faces and a curved side.  No vertices.  You can roll it (3d shape) 

Measure 

- Length – longer, shorter, longest, shortest.   Line them up – make sure you start measuring 

from the same place! 

- Size – big, bigger, small, smallest. 

- Height – tall, tallest, short, shortest. 

- Time – morning, afternoon, evening, night, before, after. 

- Weight – lighter, heavier, the same. 

- Empty, half full/ half empty, nearly full, full. 

Space 

- Under, on top, next to, behind, inside, outside, beside, in front, opposite. 

Patterns  

- Repeated pattern such as red, blue, red, blue ….  What comes next? 

 

 

 



Ideas… 

1) Go on a shape hunt  - I spy with my little eye a circle…. 

Ext:  I spy with my little eye a 2d shape with 4 sides all the same = ‘square on the window’ 

 

2) Feely bag.  Hide different 3d everyday shapes in a bag – I can feel 2 circle faces, one 

continuous side and no points / vertices – what am !?  Examples – glue stick, pen, can (cylinders) 

book, lego brick (cuboid) ball (sphere), dice (cube), party hat (cone). 

Ext – the child has to describe the shape. 

3) Building blocks.  Find different 3d shapes at home and ask them to build a castle etc.  Ask 

questions around what shapes have you used?   

Ext – what shape is on top of the cylinder (mixing positional language and shape).  What shape 

did you use first/ last (time sequencing and shape) 

 

4) Can you make a repeated pattern using colouring pens – red, blue, red, blue etc 

Ext – can you combine with shapes for example cylinder, sphere, cylinder, sphere – can you draw, 

place shapes in repeated patterns?  What would come next?  Opps I’ve done it wrong can you 

help me… can they understand, tell you how to correct? 

5) Using phrases and encouraging phrases within your daily routine such as saying good morning, its 

lunchtime, after lunch, this afternoon, it is the end of the day – night time.  Days of the week. 

 

6) Measuring their toys – which toy is the longest, shortest?  Who can build the tallest tower in a 

minute?  Who can make the longest train? 

 

7) Stamp printing vegetables – which veggy super hero is the longest/ shortest? 

 

8) Making spaghetti of different lengths – let them play and explore their food – can you line them 

up shortest to longest?  Add some pink food colouring once cooked to make them look like 

worms! 

 

9) Cut out 2d shapes and have a game of musical shapes.  When the music stops you have to stand 

on a circle/ square etc.  Helps to reinforce 2d are flat shapes. 

 

10) The blindfold challenge – pass the child 2 different objects one light and one heavier.  Ask 

which is lighter/ how do they know.  Start with a very light object such as a feather and very 

heavy like a can of beans to make it very obvious. 

Ext – often children will assume the larger the object the heavier it will be – try this out with a 

blown up balloon compared to a small heavy object like keys. 

11) Cooking time – if you are enjoying cooking together support them to weigh out the ingredients 

and feel the differences – what is more heavy the sugar or baking powder, butter or milk? 

 

12) Making potions or mocktails – enjoy creating your own drinks, reinforcing language for measure 

such as fill the juice to nearly empty, water to half full, put in ice until it is full. 
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